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Abstract—A feature-aided multihypothesis tracker (MHT) was 

used to process bistatic sonar data from the Clutter09 sea trial.  

The trial used a towed echo repeater that modified and 

retransmitted several variations of an incident signal including 

one that was intended to mimic interaction with a hollow steel 

cylinder.  An automated aural classifier evaluated each of the 

contact signals in terms of its time-frequency and spectral 

characteristics, producing a set of feature values for each contact.  

The tracker used a subset of the feature information in its track 

score calculation to encourage the association of contacts that 

were similar in nature to the specified target. 

Comparisons of the baseline and feature-aided cases in three 

scenarios showed that the use of feature information in the 

tracker resulted in a factor of six reduction in the number of false 

tracks and a one-third reduction in the duration of the false 

tracks.  There was limited impact on the quality of the specified 

target track.  Tracks on other known objects, including the 

Campo Vega oil rig, were eliminated or degraded to the degree 

that they were dissimilar to the specific target. 
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tracking; likelihood ratio; multihypothesis tracker; sonar; target 

tracking; tracking 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Active sonar is one of the most common and effective 
sources of information in the underwater environment.  A 
localized acoustic source produces pressure waves that scatter 
and reflect from impedance changes, exposing the presence and 
characteristics of entities in, on and under the water as well as 
characteristics of the water column itself.  The strength of the 
reflected signal is generally a function of the size of the entity 
and the severity of impedance change, in most cases providing 
an easily quantifiable measure of its range and bearing from a 
receiver.  The first indication of the presence of an entity, or 
target, is often the presence of an unexpected peak in the output 
of a matched filter, indicating a copy of the originally 
transmitted signal in the received signal [1][2]. 

As the transmitted signal is reflected by a target it is also 
modified by it, and the echo that arrives at the receiver carries 
with it information about the target, although that information 
may be challenging to interpret directly.  Target characteristics 
such as length might be directly observable, while others such 
as shape may require sophisticated processing to recognize.  

Either one might be used to discriminate a target from random, 
non-specific echoes due to clutter or to differentiate between 
types of targets. 

The repeated use of active sonar to generate these reflected 
signals, or contacts, can provide an observer with a functional 
awareness of the underwater environment, but the information 
density at this sensor level is very low.  Target tracking is 
commonly used to refine this information into a more useable 
form at the track level, producing estimates of target position, 
course and speed.  Estimates of target characteristics such as 
target type or identity may also be produced. 

The quality of the tracks and the resources required to 
produce them are typically a function of the number and quality 
of contacts available to the tracker.  Many, if not most, of the 
contacts arriving at a tracker are due to clutter, while the 
remainder are due to the one or more targets being tracked.  
One of the major challenges in target tracking is to produce an 
accurate and reliable track on each target while rejecting 
contacts due to clutter or other targets. 

Features are measurable aspects of the received signal 
which may be used to discriminate between target and clutter 
echoes or among types of target echoes.  They may be 
calculated from the raw received signal and need not be the 
direct result of specific characteristics of a target.  A human 
sonar operator, listening to incoming echoes, can often 
distinguish between echoes from clutter or targets, based on 
perceptual cues in the incoming waveform.  An automated 
aural classifier, based on the auditory system and perception of 
human sonar operators was developed at Defence R&D Canada 
to classify contact signals into sets of feature values [3]. 

If feature information is available with the other contact 
information, and the correlation between a feature value and 
the target classification is strong, the feature can be used to 
reject contacts prior to tracking [4][5].  Signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR) is commonly used in this role.  While this may have the 
benefit of lowering the contact probability of false alarm, it 
may also reduce the contact probability of detection if the 
correlation is weak or the rejection threshold is too high.  
Features with weak correlations and features with intermediate 
values should therefore not be used to accept or reject contacts. 

If the tracks produced by a tracker identify the contacts 
from which they were derived, the aggregate feature 



 

 

information in those contacts may be used to classify the 
tracks.  At this point most, if not all, of the contacts can be 
assumed to have originated from a target and the feature 
information may be used to estimate the target classification.  
This approach may work well for features having a weak but 
consistent correlation with target classification, allowing them 
to slowly build evidence for a classification decision.  On the 
other hand, this approach leaves the target versus clutter 
decision primarily with the tracker, which typically uses the 
proximity of a contact to a target track as the principal measure 
of the origin of a contact. 

Feature information can also be used in the tracking process 
itself.  In this approach the combination of contact existence, 
contact location, and feature measurements are used to manage 
tracks and select among potential contact-to-track associations.  
This approach allows both weak and strong information to be 
combined to make better decisions.  While this method may 
increase the complexity of the tracker, it has been shown to 
reduce the processing requirements and, more importantly, 
produce better tracking results[6]. 

This paper describes how feature information components 
were added to a Kalman filter-based multihypothesis tracker 
(MHT).  It then describes the results of processing the 
Clutter09 sea trial data with and without the use of feature 
information.  The tracker is described in Section 2 and the 
Clutter09 data set is described in Section 3.  The results of 
tracking with and without the use of feature information are 
presented in Section 4, followed by a discussion of the results 
in Section 5.  A summary of the results and discussion are in 
the Conclusion. 

II. TARGET TRACKING 

This analysis used a track-oriented multihypothesis tracker 
(TOMHT) based on a converted-measurement Kalman filter 
(CMKF).  Details of the implementation can be found in 
[7],[8].  A summary of the tracker follows.  

In this typical Kalman-filter type tracker, tracks are 
constructed for each target that is being followed.  Tracks are 
represented as state estimates, which include target position, 
velocity, etc., and a track score.  As sensor information is 
received by the tracker, it is converted into sets of contacts in a 
common, Cartesian coordinate frame.  The tracker then cycles 
through its prediction and association steps, first updating the 
state estimates to the current time, then associating the 
predicted states with the most likely available contacts.  The 
track score generally increases as contacts are associated with 
tracks and generally decreases when a track is forced to coast 
between contacts.  Contacts that are not associated with a track 
are used to initiate new, tentative tracks that become confirmed 
if their track score rises sufficiently rapidly.  Tracks that are 
unable to associate contacts are soon terminated, based on the 
decrease in their track score. 

The MHT processing builds on the single-cycle tracker by 
considering all possible tracks and all possible contact-to-track 
associations in order to select the best sequence of assignments 
based on the sum of their scores.  It has been shown to 
significantly improve tracking results at the expense of 
increased storage and processing requirements, slightly 

increased latency due to deferred decision making, and 
increased complexity in tracker design and operation. 

Track scores are likelihood ratios of the track representing a 
true or false target.  They are calculated in logarithmic format 
and are based on the kinematic and signal aspects of the local 
environment and the contacts used to construct the track.  The 
calculation for an existing track is shown in (1).  Kinematic 
aspects include the normalized distance between the predicted 
position of the track and the location of the contact used to 
update it.  The second term is a signal component based on the 
probability of detection (PD) and the probability of false alarm 
(PFA) in the neighbourhood of the target.  The final term is the 
feature component of the track score, which is the ratio of the 
probabilities of the of the feature measurement in the target and 
clutter density probability density functions [9][10]. 
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The log-likelihood ratio for a newly initiated track is 
calculated similarly.  In this case there is no kinematic 
component, as there is no existing track for the new contact to 
associate with, but there is an additional signal component 
representing the likelihood that a new target was initiated in the 
neighbourhood of that contact. 
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In the ideal case, the feature value distribution would be 
distinctly different between the target and non-target contacts, 
thereby providing clear differentiation between contacts 
originating from the target of interest and all other targets (Note 
that we have, not unreasonably, assumed a Gaussian 
distribution).  In cases where this is not realizable from a single 
feature, it may be possible to use techniques such as principle 
component analysis (PCA) to assemble multiple features into a 
reduced set of composite features.  The Fisher discriminant 
score,     can be used to quantify the effectiveness of a feature 
to differentiate between two sets of contacts, based on the 
means,    and variances,     of their distributions [11], 
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III. THE CLUTTER09 DATA SET 

A. Origin and Specification 

The data used in this analysis were recorded on 7 and 8 
May 2009 during the Clutter09 sea trial, which was on the 
Malta Plateau in the Mediterranean Sea between Sicily and 
Malta

1
.  The area is relatively shallow, with water depths 

between 100 m and 200 m, and subject to significant clutter 

                                                           
1 The data were made available from the CLUTTER JRP including as 

participants the NATO Undersea Research Centre (NURC), Pennsylvania 

State University ARL-PSU (USA), Defence Research and Development 
Canada - Atlantic (CAN), and the Naval Research Laboratory - NRL (USA). 



 

 

due to reflections from the sea bed, debris on the sea bed and 
an active oil field [12].  

In these scenarios the NRV Alliance was towing the NATO 
Research centre (NURC) low frequency (LF) and medium 
frequency (MF) free-flooding ring acoustic sources, followed 
in line by the NURC cardioid towed array.  The two sources 
were configured to act as a single source, providing a constant 
acoustic source level over the frequency range of interest.  The 
source signal was a linear frequency modulated (LFM) 
upsweep from 500 Hz to 3500 Hz with a duration of 1.1 s and a 
raised cosine taper over the initial and final 100 Hz.  The signal 
was transmitted at one minute intervals, although some 
transmissions were skipped. 

An echo repeater towed by the ITN Levanzo acted as the 
target.  The echo repeater responded to each incident source 
signal with a sequence of transmissions.  The first, ER1, was a 
retransmission of the incident signal with a 4 s delay.  ER4, 
which was delayed by 10 s, was a convolution of the incident 
signal with the modelled response of a hollow steel cylinder.  
ER3 and ER5 were similar to ER1 and ER4 with additional 
amplitude scaling and equalization.  They were transmitted 
with 8 s and 12 s delays, respectively, and were used only on 8 
May. 

The signals received by the towed receiver were recorded 
for 55 seconds following each transmission (ping).  A matched 
filter was used to process the received signals into a list of 
contacts for each ping.  The contact reports for each ping 
included the transmit-receive delay time, the arrival bearing, 
and the SNR of each contact.  A time series recording of the 
received signals was also provided for each of the contacts. 

On the first day, the Alliance travelled due west while the 
Levanzo followed a zigzag course to the north, remaining 
approximately due north of the Alliance.  On the second day 
the Alliance began sailing south-southwest, while the Levanzo 
began following a dogleg course southward, remaining 
approximately due east of the Alliance.  About an hour after 
completing these runs, the ships followed the same courses in 
the reverse directions.  The ship tracks are shown with the 
tracking results in Figures 4-9. 

Several additional targets were available during these 
scenarios.  A pair of vertically-oriented air-filled hoses had 
been moored as passive acoustic targets (PA1 and PA2).  
Echoes were also observed from the Campo Vega oil rig 
(CVO) and the Campo Vega wellhead (CVW), both of which 
are large, bottom-mounted steel structures.  Finally, in addition 
to towing the echo repeater, the Levanzo also produced echoes. 

B.  Analysis 

In order to track targets accurately, it is necessary to know 
some of the characteristics of the targets and the local 
environment, such as the probability of detection (PD) and false 
alarm rate (FAR).  These values were estimated from the 
07May2009 scenario data to determine suitable parameters for 
processing all of the scenarios. 

The contacts in this data set had been tagged to indicate the 
target from which they were believed to have originated, 
specifically CVO, CVW, PA1, PA2, ER1, ER4, and Levanzo, 

based on their proximity to the known position of those targets.  
All other contacts were attributed to clutter.  The ER1 and ER4 
targets were of particular interest in this analysis.  The 
measured contact rates for ER1, ER4, and clutter are shown in 
Figure 1 plotted against possible signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
thresholds for the contacts. 

These target and clutter contacts are clearly divided, with 
98% of the ER1 and ER4 contacts having an SNR greater than 
20 dB and 99% of the clutter contacts having an SNR below 
20 dB.  Rejecting any contacts below this level would greatly 
simplify the tracking problem, but it would also undermine this 
opportunity to demonstrate the value of feature-aided tracking.  
Reducing the SNR threshold to 15 dB would improve this 
somewhat, accepting 99% of the ER1 and ER4 contacts while 
rejecting 90% of the clutter contacts.  A useful way to approach 
this issue is to consider the FAR/PD ratio.  With an SNR 
threshold of 20 dB, there would be an average of 2.0 clutter 
contacts per ping.  At 15 dB there are 18.7 clutter contacts per 
ping, while at 10 dB there are 183 clutter contacts per ping.  
The corresponding FAR/PD ratios are 2.1, 18.8 and 183 
respectively. 

Since the focus of this work is the use of feature 
information to mitigate false contacts, it is preferable to use the 
greatest number of false contacts possible, provided that they 
do not overwhelm the tracker or prevent the analysis from 
providing a clear and measureable result.  It was therefore 
decided to use a contact acceptance threshold of 10 dB and a 
track initiation threshold of 20 dB.  Limiting track initiation to 
contacts having an SNR of at least 20 dB limits the number of 
new false tracks but does not prevent the association of false 
contacts with existing true or false tracks [13]. 

Analysis of the two scenarios of 08May2009, which were 
nearly mirror images of each other, showed that the measured 
and calculated ranges to the Campo Vega oil rig were most 
consistent if the layback of the towed source and receiver from 
the GPS receiver was increased by 25 m and the sound speed 

 

Figure 1.  Target and clutter contact rates versus SNR acceptance threshold 

for the 07May2009 scenario.  Rejecting any contacts with an SNR below 

20dB would eliminate 99% of the clutter contacts while retaining 98% of the 

ER1 and ER4 contacts. 
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was fixed at 1512 m/s.  This sound speed was later found to be 
consistent with sound speed profiles measured during the trial. 

The timing uncertainty in the data, based on the resolution 
of the contact reports, was estimated to be 0.1 ms.  The 120 
beams of the receiver were spaced linearly in cosine space.  
The bearing resolution was therefore calculated as one-half of 
the distance between the two adjacent beams [14]. 

C. Features 

The Clutter09 data set included a time series recording and 
a set of 58 feature values for each of the contacts.  The feature 
values had been calculated using an automated aural classifier 
based on the auditory system and perception of human sonar 
operators [15].  The mean and variance of those feature 
measurements were calculated for the ER1, ER4, and clutter 
contacts in the 07May09 scenario. Their discriminant scores 
are shown in Figure 2. 

Examination of the discriminant scores showed that 
features 16, 42, and 44

2
 provided strong differentiation between 

clutter and either of targets ER1 and ER4.  The scores changed 
slightly, but not significantly, when the pool of contacts was 
limited to those with an SNR of 15 dB or greater.  The 
discriminant scores between targets ER1 and ER4 are 
consistently small, indicating that their distributions are very 
similar.  It is interesting to note how the distribution of the 
discriminant scores changes as different sets of contacts are 
compared, indicating the potential selectivity of this method. 

An improved result might have been achievable through the 
use of a PCA-determined composite of all of the feature 
measures, at the cost of increased complexity.  In this case a 
single feature was considered sufficient to demonstrate this 
technique, so feature 16 was chosen for its visual appeal.  As 

                                                           
2 Features 16, 42 and 44 are the global mean subband attack time, the 

maximum subband correlation, and the mean subband correlation.  For details 
see [3]. 

shown in Figure 3, its histogram showed good correspondence 
with the Gaussian density function that was used to represent it. 

IV. TRACKING RESULTS 

A. 07May2009 

The traditional first step in target tracking is to apply a SNR 
threshold to the data to reduce the FAR.  As shown in Figure 1, 
applying a 15 dB threshold would eliminate most of the clutter 
contacts with minimal impact on the echo repeater contacts, 
reducing the FAR from 186 to 22 non-target contacts per 
contact report.  While this would be a logical approach in an 
operational setting, such a significant reduction in the FAR 
would make it more difficult to see the impact of feature-aided 
tracking.  The results presented here are therefore based on the 
full set of contact data. 

The results of tracking targets in the 07May2009 scenario 
with the use of feature information are shown in Figure 4.  All 
available targets are being tracked but the specific target, i.e. 
the target whose probability density function was used in (1) 
and (2), was ER4.  The MHT scan depth was 5 pings and a 
minimum SNR of 20 dB was required to initiate a new track.  
ER1 had a PD of 0.97 and ER4 had a PD of 0.99.  There was an 
average of 186 non-target contacts per ping.  The final set of 
contacts is shown, as are all of the confirmed tracks produced 
from the 212 contact reports

3
.   Both ships were travelling from 

east to west, remaining roughly parallel throughout. 

The echo repeater signals, ER1 and ER4, were both tracked 
throughout the entire scenario, although the ER1 track was 
momentarily interrupted.  Note that these tracks are offset to 
the far side of the actual course of the Levanzo due to the time 
delay of the echo repeater.  The first passive acoustic target, 
PA1, which had a PD of 0.96, was able to sustain a track for 
63% of the time, although the fixed position of the target makes 

                                                           
3 A contact report is set of contacts produced by a sensor in response to a 

single ping.  In this analysis there is only a single receiver, so each contact 

report represents a single ping.  With a MHT scan depth of 5, the final 
resolved ping was number 208. 

 

Figure 2.  Discriminant score versus feature number comparing ER4 to 

clutter (top), ER4 to ER1 (middle) and ER1 to clutter (bottom) using contacts 

from 07May2009.  The blue lines are scores calculated using all contacts.  The 

red lines are the same scores calculated using all contacts with an SNR of 
15dB or greater. 

 

Figure 3.  Clutter09 - 07May2009 - Histogram and probability density 

function (PDF) for Feature 16. 
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it difficult to see the track.  There were no confirmed tracks for 
any of the other targets.  This is especially surprising for CVO 
and CVW, due to their having a PD of 0.99 and their proximity 
to the echo repeater tracks.  The more distant PA2, had a PD of 
only 0.168.  Although there are many false tracks, the mean 
duration of those tracks is relatively short. 

Figure 5 shows the results of tracking without the aid of 
feature information.  The most obvious differences are that the 
number of confirmed tracks has increased by a factor of seven, 
from 57 to 397, and that most of them are false.  The mean 
duration of the false tracks has also increased significantly, 
from 16 to 28 minutes.  In addition to ER1 and ER4, CVO and 
CVW were also tracked for the full duration of the scenario.  
Tracks were produced for all of the other labelled targets as 
well as the Levanzo, which was towing the echo repeater.  It is 
interesting to note that the feature that was used was more able 
to discriminate between the echo repeater and large metal 
objects, such as CVO and the Levanzo, than between the echo 
repeater and the passive acoustic target, which was an air-filled 
hose. 

The development of tracks on the known targets and the 
characteristics of some of the false tracks suggest that some of 
what was previously identified as clutter may actually have 
been reflections from other surface vessels in the area. 

B. 08May 2009a 

The events of 08May2009 were divided into a and b 
scenarios as there was an hour pause midway through the 
activities, which disrupted the continuity of the tracking.  After 
the pause the ships reversed course and retraced their earlier 
paths, making it difficult to plot the combined results clearly. 

The results of tracking targets in the 08May2009a scenario 
with the use of feature information are shown in Figure 6.  
Once again the specific target was ER4, and its PD was 1.00.  
71 contact reports were produced, with an average of 186 non-
target contacts per ping.  The ships were travelling from north 
to south. 

Once again, both ER1 and ER4 were tracked throughout the 
entire scenario, although the ER1 track was momentarily 
interrupted.  Two other echo repeater signals also appear here, 
ER3 and ER5.  Like ER4, these signals are modified versions 
of the signal received by the echo repeater, but the nature of the 
modification was different.  Nonetheless, they were also 
tracked for approximately the full duration of the scenario.  
None of the other targets produced tracks when feature 
information was used, although the Levanzo passed through, 
and briefly contributed contacts to, a false track that had been 
previously initiated on clutter. 

The results of tracking targets without the use of feature 
information are shown in Figure 7.  Both ER1 and ER4 were 
tracked throughout the scenario, but in this case it was the ER4 
track that was momentarily interrupted.  All of the other targets 
also produced tracks and, despite their distance from the 
Alliance, there are continuous tracks on CVO and CVW for 
about 90% of the scenario. 

As observed in the previous scenario, when feature 
information was not used the false tracks were more plentiful, 
in this case by a factor of six.  The false tracks were also 

 

Figure 4.  Clutter09 - 07May2009 - Feature 16 - 57 Confirmed Tracks 

 

Figure 5.  Clutter09 - 07May2009 – No Features - 397 Confirmed Tracks 

 

Figure 6.  Clutter09 - 08May2009a – Feature 16 - 24 Confirmed Tracks 
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longer, with a mean duration of 25 rather than 19 minutes.  In 
effect, the use of feature information severely limited the 
formation of tracks on targets other than the echo repeater, and 
significantly constrained the duration of any false tracks that 
did appear. 

C. 08May2009b 

The results of tracking targets in the 08May2009b scenario 
with the use of feature information are shown in Figure 8.  The 
specific target was ER4 and the PD of both ER1 and ER4 was 
1.00.  89 contact reports were produced, with an average of 190 
non-target contacts per ping.  The ships were travelling from 
south to north. 

As before, both ER1 and ER4 were tracked throughout the 
entire scenario, although the ER1 track was momentarily 
interrupted.  ER3 and ER5 again appeared and ER5 was 
tracked for the duration of the scenario, while ER3 was not 
initiated until late in the scenario.  Short false tracks appeared, 
mostly in close proximity to the Alliance, but none of the other 
targets produced tracks. 

Figure 9 shows the result of tracking targets in the 
08May2009b scenario without the use of feature information.  
Both ER1 and ER4 were tracked throughout the scenario, but 
in this case it was the ER4 track that was momentarily 
interrupted.  Tracks again appeared on ER3 and ER5, both of 
which run about the full duration of the scenario.  Only PA1 
failed to produce a track, which was not entirely unexpected 
due to its relatively low PD of 0.188.  CVO and CVW again 
produced tracks for approximately the full duration of the 
scenario.  In this scenario the locations of the tagged CVO, 
CVW and PA2 contacts were offset to the south and east from 
the known location of the targets, but the reason for this is 
unknown. 

The false tracks in this case are extensive in quantity, 
duration and length.  The use of feature information correlates 
once again with a six-fold reduction in the number of false 
tracks and a significant reduction in their duration from 27 to 
19 minutes.  There was also a correlation between the use of 
feature information and the elimination of tracks on known 
targets that were dissimilar to the specific target. 

D. Summary 

The number of confirmed false tracks and the mean 
duration of those false tracks in all three scenarios are shown in 
TABLE I.   The RMS range error of the tracks on the ER1 and 
ER4 targets is shown in TABLE II.  In the 08May2009b 
scenario the initial track on ER4 was seduced by a series of 
preferentially located false contacts.  A new track was initiated 
and followed ER4 as the initial track wandered off and was 
eventually terminated.  The seduction of the initial track by 
four false contacts resulted in an increased RMS range error.  
The number of contacts used to form tracks on ER1 and ER4 in 
each of the scenarios is shown in TABLE III. In all cases very 
few target contacts went unused and there was little difference 
between the baseline and feature-aided cases. 

 

Figure 7.  Clutter09 - 08May2009a – No Features - 157 Confirmed Tracks 

 

Figure 8.  Clutter09 - 08May2009b – Feature 16 – 32 Confirmed Tracks 

 

Figure 9.  Clutter09 - 08May2009b – No Features - 198 Confirmed Tracks 
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TABLE I.  NUMBER AND DURATION OF CONFIRMED FALSE TRACKS 

 
07May2009 08May2009a 08May2009b 

base feature base feature base feature 

Number 
confirmed 

397 57 157 24 198 32 

Duration 

(pings) 
28 16 25 19 27 19 

TABLE II.  RMS ERROR FOR THE ECHO REPEATER TARGET TRACKS  

Target 
07May2009 08May2009a 08May2009b 

base feature base feature base feature 

ER1 394 377 354 301 400 415 

ER4 534 534 385 385 880 569 

TABLE III.  NUMBER OF TARGET CONTACTS USED TO FORM TRACKS 

Target 
07May2009 08May2009a 08May2009b 

base feature base feature base feature 

ER1 201 198 64 66 84 84 

ER4 198 199 66 66 83 84 

V. DISCUSSION 

In all three scenarios, the use of feature information reduced 
the number of false tracks by a factor of six or more.  In 
addition, the false tracks that were produced were about a third 
shorter in duration.  This is a tremendous reduction.  The tracks 
on the specified target, ER4, and on the unmodified echo 
repeater signal, ER1, were not significantly affected by the use 
of feature information.  With a PD of 1.00 and a relatively low 
RMS position error in the contact data there was not much 
room for improvement, but it was good to see that there was 
also no significant reduction in track quality.  The track on the 
passive acoustic target, PA1, which only appeared to any 
significant extent in the 07May2009 scenario, was only 
somewhat reduced when feature information was used.  
Although the choice of feature information was based on the 
07May2009 scenario, it produced a consistent effect in all three 
scenarios. 

In this investigation, the use of a single feature was 
sufficient to demonstrate the effect.  This feature was chosen 
for its high discriminant score when comparing contacts 
originating from the specified target, ER4, with contacts 
originating from clutter.  It also showed a high discriminant 
score when comparing the secondary target, ER1, to clutter.  It 
was only when the feature information was used in the tracking 
process that it was also found to severely discourage the 
development of tracks on all other known targets, other than 
PA1.  In situations where a single feature is insufficient, or if a 
more or less highly focussed effect is desired, principle 
component analysis may be used to tune a broader set of 
feature values into a single, composite value.  In practice, it 
may also be desirable to tune the feature value in real time, 
after a track has already been initiated, and possibly in 
conjunction with a target classification algorithm.  In cases 
where the origin of a feature is not clearly understood (i.e. what 
the feature represents) it is still possible to make use of the 
feature information with a caveat on its reliability. 

In an operational, real-time system, the cost of calculating a 
set of feature values for each contact may undermine the real 
time performance of the tracking system.  That cost was 
avoided in this study because the features were pre-computed. 

The use of feature information within the tracking process 
may be contrasted with the use of feature information to screen 
out undesirable contacts prior to tracking or undesirable tracks 
after tracking.  Each of these approaches foregoes the 
advantages of using feature information as one component of a 
multi-dimensional decision process, although the pre-filtering 
approach could be justified on the basis of limited computing 
power and a requirement to limit the false alarm rate.  The 
post-filtering approach is least favourable as it pays the cost of 
processing the full set of data and must deal with cases where 
the desired target tracks are either fragmented or contain 
alternating segments of true and false track. 

It may be possible to further reduce the number of false 
tracks by requiring that contacts used to initiate a new track 
meet a feature value threshold as well as a SNR threshold.  
Preferably, the criteria for track initiation would be based on a 
likelihood-based composite scoring approach to avoid the 
accumulation of ad hoc rules in the tracker. 

The feature used in the MHT processing, feature 16, was 
the global mean subband attack time, i.e. the mean time 
required for the envelope of the echo to reach its maximum.  
Given that the values of this feature showed a strong 
correlation with targets ER1 and ER4, it is possible that the 
characteristics that differentiated those echoes from clutter had 
to do with both targets being produced by the same echo 
repeater.  The difference between the two target responses 
could then be attributed to the convolution processing of the 
ER4 signals.  It is also interesting to note that the echo repeater 
signals are more similar to echoes from soft-skinned passive 
targets, e.g. PA1, than to echoes from large metal targets, e.g. 
CVO. 

The set of features provided with this data set were chosen 
based on a perceptual model of human hearing, without 
reference to the possible origins of an echo.  The feature values 
were produced by filtering the signal into about 100 frequency 
sub-bands and analyzing the temporal envelope of the echo in 
each sub-band.  Some of the individual feature types are related 
to the time delays between the start, peak, and end of the 
envelope.  Other feature types were calculated from the slope 
of the rise and fall of the envelope.  Features types were also 
developed from the correlation between the envelope in each 
subband, and the mean of the envelopes in all of the other 
subbands.  A more complete description can be found in 
reference [3]. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The use of feature information in the target tracking process 
produced a tremendous reduction in the number of false tracks 
as well as the duration of the false tracks that were produced.  It 
did not produce a significant difference in the track on the 
specified target or on targets that were similar in character to 
the specified target. 

Feature-aided multihypothesis tracking was used to process 
bistatic sonar data collected during the Clutter09 sea trial.  An 
automated aural classifier had been used to evaluate each of the 
contact signals in terms of its time-frequency and spectral 
characteristics.  The result was a set of feature values that could 
be used to describe how target-like each contact was.  Of these, 



 

 

a single feature was selected based on its ability to discriminate 
between the contacts of a specified target and contacts from 
clutter. 

The data set was processed using a baseline MHT and a 
feature-aided MHT that incorporated the feature value in its 
track score calculation.  The feature-aided case showed a factor 
of 6 reduction in the number of false tracks produced and a 
one-third reduction in the duration of the false tracks.  In the 
median case the number of false tracks fell from 198 to 32 and 
the duration of the false tracks fell from 27 to 19 minutes.   The 
quality of the specified target tracks was not affected to an 
extent that could be reliably measured.  Tracks on known 
objects that were not specifically targeted by the choice of 
feature were typically eliminated, although the extent of their 
diminishment varied, apparently in relation to their similarity to 
the specified target. 
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